ROW PLANTING

By DR. TIM BOWYER and GERRY MILLHOLEN
Southern Turf Nurseries

For years golf course superintendents have asked for the impossible from sod producers and golf course planters — the ability to renovate or revegetate fairways with a minimum amount of lost playing time. That question has been more than adequately answered by the process known as rowplanting.

Rowplanting is simply the use of automated equipment to open a small furrow, insert live sprigs, seal the furrow and then roll the furrow smooth (fig. 1). This process when carried out with the proper equipment, trained personnel and soil conditions, can result in little, if any, loss of play and improved fairway grass surfaces (fig. 2).

When Is Rowplanting a Variable Alternative?
Repair of extensive turf injury to fairways can be accomplished by rowplanting. In the winters of 1976, 1977, extremes in winter temperatures caused a tremendous amount of winter kill of turf on golf course fairways. The answer to this problem in many locations was rowplanting.

From time to time misapplications of chemicals have caused extensive plant injury with no hope of recovery. In those situations, rowplanting can be the answer.

On golf courses with high traffic, where mechanical injury (golf carts, heavy foot traffic, etc.) is a common and everyday occurrence, periodic rowplanting can allow for resurfacing of these areas and improved playing conditions.

Finally, injury brought on by low maintenance — either because of budgeting problems of the golf course in the past or just inadequate soil management can be rectified by rowplanting with a minimum reduction in play.

In an effort to improve fairway turf quality, many clubs wish to smoothly transition from a common bermudagrass or multi-cultivar bermudagrass sod to an improved bermudagrass sod (i.e., Tifton 419, Tifton 328, Midiron x Tifton 419 blend). Automatic rowplanting when managed properly provides a smooth transition.

Additional Considerations
There are additional considerations which need to be made if one has decided that fairway conditions necessitate rowplanting.

1. First, without an adequate irrigation system, planting live sprigs is completely impractical. The time span between placing the sprig in the ground and the first water application has to be minimal and uniform.

2. Another consideration is making certain that problems such as soil fertility imbalances, pH, salinity problems or nematodes have been corrected before the rowplanting begins. Rowplanting will not successfully mask these problems.

3. If the club is considering rowplanting, it is important that they understand the need for increased fertilizer and lime applications and increased applications of weed control chemicals during grow-in.

4. Finally, the superintendent and the club must be committed to the followthrough of the grow-in program. Except in those areas which are completely bare at the time of rowplanting, complete transition of vegetated areas may take as much as 2 to 4 years. However, with a modified maintenance program — fertility and mowing practices — this commitment will pay off.

The process
Although the process will vary from golf course to golf course, depending upon the various circumstances which surround the necessity for rowplanting, the general process will be similar to the following.

1. First should be the notification of all players that the rowplanting process is about to begin. Nothing upsets golfers more than to be up at 7 o'clock in the morning teeing up and find an automatic rowplanter busily moving up and down their intended fairway. It is true that a minimum amount of play will be lost by replanting in comparison to other planting techniques, however, there is some minor inconvenience during the actual time of planting and in all fairness to the golfer he should be alerted. In addition to being alerted, it is important that the superintendent and the pro coordinate planting and play so that there is a minimum of inconvenience.
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2. Approximately 2 days before rowplanting, most golf courses apply a growth retardant. Commonly applied growth retardants include MH30, Paraquat and in exceptional cases, Roundup. (It should be noted that the greatest success in rowplanting is obtained when as much competition from weeds or fairway grasses as possible is eliminated.) It is obvious in golf courses which have been planted that areas which are free of existing grass or sod cover more quickly with the cultivar being rowplanted than those areas with a healthy sod. Those areas require as much as 2 to 4 years for the rowplanted grass to predominate. It may be necessary to mow the fairways to 3/4 inch just before applying the growth retardant if this is not the normal cutting height.

3. The evening before planting, water should be applied. This insures a smoother finish and a minimum amount of damage to the fairway surface at planting. It is also a good time to find all the irrigation heads and flag them so that the rowplanter can avoid them.

4. The most important of the entire process is the planting itself. There are a number of criteria which must be met if planting is to be successful.

   The Right Equipment
   The equipment to rowplant has evolved from the use of a tobacco planter or vegetable plant planter to the modern day automated rowplanter. This rowplanter is engineered to plant the largest volume of viable sprigs in the furrows as possible and at the same time cause the least amount of damage to the playing surface.

   Recent improvements on equipment which have enhanced the success of rowplanting include the use of injectors to place liquid fertilizers in the furrow just ahead of the sprigs. The use of a scientifically balanced fertilizer in the furrow accelerates growth of the grass without feeding the competing grasses between the furrow. This one to two week jump in growth many times spells the difference between success and failure.

   The Right Operator
   Of course the key to any piece of equipment is the experienced equipment operator. The more experience behind the man driving the tractor the more successful the planting job will be and the less immediate damage will be observed.

   The Best Grass
   In addition to the right equipment and the right person, fresh, viable certified sprigs must be furnished to the job for planting.

5. Once the area is planted irrigation must be applied. For each portion of an hour that irrigation is not applied there is a significant reduction in plant survival.

6. Finally, before the normal maintenance program begins and just after the first irrigation — rolling the fairways with a conventional fairway roller can increase the surface smoothness.

Once planted, the grow-in or transition process begins.

It is most important that the first 4 weeks after the planting process that golf cart traffic be kept off the playing surface. Carts should be used primarily on golf cart paths and roughs. Foot traffic from normal play is not a problem.

Fertilization to grow-in the rowplanting is site specific. Before any of the planting occurs the golf course would have already corrected any soil pH or fertility problem. To insure rapid and uniform growth from the furrows, an application of a 1-1-1 fertilizer is applied 2 weeks after planting. Then at 2 week intervals ammonium nitrate is applied. As the growth becomes adequate the fertilizer rates can be reduced to fit the management scheme of the golf course.

Mowing should begin on the rowplanted fairways approximately 2 weeks after planting. Avoid scalping but gradually bring the mowing height to approximately 5/8-3/4 inch.

Weed control is particularly important in determining how successful the rowplanting transition will be. First, of course, be certain that the sprayer is properly calibrated and the soil is moist. The first herbicide application is usually recommended 3 weeks after rowplanting. This application should include a broadleaf herbicide such as 2,4-D and grass weed herbicide such as MSMA or DSMA. Five to seven days later an additional application of arsenic is applied. Five to seven days after that, a third application is made. If there is no damage or discoloration of the rowplanted grass after the third application and there are still some weeds the procedure can be repeated. Because of the high weed seed population just below the soil surface, any process which opens the soil will bring up seed. Weeds such as goosegrass, crabgrass, and others can be found in the furrow along with the growing bermudagrass. These grasses are competing with the bermuda and should be taken out through the proper use of the appropriate herbicides. To neglect applying these herbicides for fear of hurting the rowplanted bermudagrass can result in failure or at best a longer transition because of competition. The rowplanted bermudagrasses, although retarded by herbicide applications, can survive and become the predominant grass.
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Results and Comments

It is often difficult to measure how successful the row-planting has been especially into sods. However, close inspection generally indicates that complete cover from row-planting at 12-inch centers can take as few as 2 and as many as 4 or 5 years.

Rowplanting is not the answer to all problems on all golf courses. But it is an essential tool to the golf course superintendent or club which is attempting to keep its course at its peak in appearance and condition and is definitely an asset to the golfer.

1. Dr. Bowyer is Vice President, Southern Turf Nurseries, Tifton, Georgia. Mr. Millholen is Technical Representative, Southern Turf Nurseries.

195 ATTEND GCSAA PRAYER BREAKFAST

The week of January 25th, 1981 was a busy week for GCSAA members in Anaheim. Conferences, seminars, golf tournaments, business meetings, elections, equipment show, cocktail parties, tours, banquets and for good measure Disneyland just across the street.

While all of this was going on our nation received word that our ex-hostages had returned safe to American soil! What a busy time, and a time to be thankful. Thankful for what a Blessing it is to live in America and to be Americans.

Even with all of this going on plus the Super Bowl, 195 men, women and kids did find time to attend the Monday morning Prayer Breakfast. This is almost a 74% increase over last year! Not bad. We were treated to and participated in some fine music led by Demie Moore and Bert Fedor.

Our main speaker, Richard Minasian, brought a special guest, Keith Ericksen. He was an all American basketball player for UCLA and also played pro ball for the Los Angeles Lakers. Keith shared some of past life with us, pointing out that material gain and fame do not necessarily bring peace and happiness to our lives.

Richard Minasian shared with us some of his experiences as a youngster when he caddied for some of golf’s greats like Bobby Jones, Gene Sarazan, and Francis Ouimet among others. Even having the opportunity to play with Jones as a Jr. Champ. These great golfers inspired Minasian to take up the game and he still enjoys it today. Serving God however, supersedes even his love of golf.

If you have been too busy in the past try to take time for our Prayer Breakfast in New Orleans next year. We think you’ll find it time well spent, as you share with others of our profession the Living God and experience the Power of Prayer.

John C. Ebel, Golf Course Supt.
Barrington Hills Country Club
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